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BACKGROUND
We are San Francisco-based restaurant
entrepreneurs who created a company intended to
improve airport dining experiences for passengers
In doing so, we have created a robust group of dynamic dining concepts that span
the industry and deliver high quality, authentic experiences in both fine-dining and
quick-service settings. We share our passion for delicious food, convivial cocktail
lounges and being ambassadors of the local food scene to travelers on the go.
We remain steadfast in our long-standing commitment to delivering unique
hospitality experiences built on pillars familiar to our brand partners, sound
operations, diversity of cuisines, inviting environments, genuine hospitality, and
value for the money.
All of these things allow Tastes on the Fly to stand out in a crowded field of airport
operators delivering an unparalleled experience. This is achieved in a constant quest
to exhaustively mirror the parent brand’s model and vision via training, operational
know-how and enhanced cuisine.
• We are driven to replicate the quality of local street restaurants on the concourse.
• We currently operate 17 brands in 23 locations in 4 of the busiest US airports: 		
SFO, DEN, BOS and JFK. 2019 will see new locations in SFO, BOS, JFK and our
first international airport, YVR.
• Focus on operations, service & value resulted in 2018 sales of $118MM.
• Our brands span the breadth of the restaurant industry: upscale marketplaces,
sit-down restaurants, fast-casual, sports bars, delis and kiosks.
• We work with well-known restaurants, chefs and artisan producers like Michelinstarred chef, Jean-Georges Vongerichten, Food Network star Tyler Florence, Sue
Conley and Peggy Smith of Cowgirl Creamery and Cindy Pawlcyn, Mustard’s Grill.
• Our brand choices enhance the airport’s sense of local place and give additional
visibility to local culinary stars.

TASTES ON THE FLY
Since its inception almost 20 years ago, Tastes On The
Fly has received every major airport industry award
and surpassed $118MM in annual revenue from over 23
restaurants located in some of North America’s
busiest airports.

OUR CORE VALUES
We have fostered a foundation of trust with our
partner brands. We don’t take this responsibility
lightly and our high-quality relationships
have yielded unwavering standards and
unprecedented success:
• Our restaurants are among the highest sales-per-square-foot performers in 		
airports today.
• Our award-winning concepts, like Napa Farms Market(SFO) and best-in-class local
concepts, like Stephanie’s on Newbury (BOS), ModernMarket (DEN) and Bobby
Van’s Steakhouse (JFK) help elevate the food reputation of those airports.
• Our passion for the well-being and growth of our entire staff creates long-term job
satisfaction, high retention rates and opportunity for professional growth.
• Our presentation of local food icons give travelers one final taste of the City that
they have been visiting (or a reminder of why they love calling their place “home”).
• Our commitment to sustainability helps airports reduce waste and energy; and
we assist local purveyors to bring fresh, seasonal and organic product to a
vibrant market.
In every airport in which we have been invited to operate, we have delivered
unparalleled, quality experiences for travelers.
We at Tastes on the Fly remain committed to the core principles which form the
foundation of our long-term airport success. We are as excited about our journey
now and in the future as we were when it began 20 years ago.
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A commitment to excellence has propelled Tastes on the Fly to become a
$118MM company. Their restaurants consistently enjoy year over year sales increases.

SPANNING THE RESTAURANT SPECTRUM

NAPA FARMS MARKET

MUSTARDS

KLEINS DELI

Upscale Marketplace

Full Service Dining & Bar

Neighborhood Deli

COORS SILVER BULLET BAR

MODERNMARKET

Full Service Sports Bar

Simple Healthy Fast Food

TAPAS SKY BAR
Modern Cocktails & Small Bites

FRASER VALLEY MARKET

JERRY REMY’S

STEPHANIE’S

Upscale Marketplace

Full Service Sports Bar

Full Service Classic
American Restaurant

BOSTON BEER WORKS

SF GIANTS CLUBHOUSE

BOBBY VAN’S GRILLE

Craft Brew Bar

Full Service Dining & Sports Bar Open 2018

Full Service Steak House & Grill

INDUSTRY RECOGNITION

BEST FOOD HALL
2017 Napa Farms
Market, SFO
BEST NEW FOOD &
BEVERAGE CONCEPT
2018: Samovar Tea
Lounge (Americas)
2016: Modmarket, DEN
2013: Napa Farms
Market, SFO

BEST OVERALL
FOOD & BEVERAGE
OPERATOR

BEST NEW FOOD &
BEVERAGE CONCEPT
GRIESBACH WINNER

2016: Tastes on the Fly

2015: Modmarket, DEN

BEST NEW FOOD &
BEVERAGE
2015: Modmarket, DEN

2012: Napa Farms
Market, SFO
2009: Bobby Vans’
Grill, JFK

2014: Berkshire Farms
Market, BOS
2013: Napa Farms
Market, SFO

BEST SENSE
OF PLACE
2013: Napa Farms
Market, SFO

CUSTOMER ACCOLADES
Keeping my fingers crossed my future flights route through their terminal!
- Stacey L, Madison, WI

Totally as good as it gets....I wish this was I’m my hometown
- Kayla M, North Highlands, CA

Napa Farms Market, please exist in every airport one day!
- Sara M, Tulsa OK

Special shout out to Vuthy (hope I got his name right), who was an absolute
hustler behind the counter and a model of efficiency and great service. He was
on point with cranking out orders quickly and you could tell he was methodical
about packing things quickly yet meticulously. And he was super friendly and
polite to boot with endless smiles despite the long line of not-yet-caffeinated
travelers. Love this guy!
- Gail B, Washington DC

The best meal I got all week in town was on the way out, at the airport.
The service was quick, though there was a line waiting to get in, it was
in the middle of the busy breakfast rush.
- Al N. Goochland VA
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